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employment.a2  In an important theoretical paper, Weiss (1980) shows that even in the absence of legal minimum wages or union pay scales, firms may find it optimal to set wages fairly high and to refuse to employ members of certain demographic groups, even though they are willing to work for lower wages.
At the risk of excluding some dislocated workers from the definition,*3 the structurally unemployed may be thought of äs those who have searched for Jobs but found no employers willing to hire thenu This simple definition maximizes the contrast between frictional unemployment and structural unemployment, while remaining consistent with neoclassical labor economics. The frictionally unemployed will join the ranks of the employed äs soon äs they lower their acceptance wages. But lowering their acceptance wages will not help the structurally unemployed find work;11* they have not refused any wage offers.
There is some empirical evidence that the notion that the unemployed are refusing wage offers is especially inappropriate for young men.15  If this is true, then empirical models of search
12See Demsetz (1961).  But a legal minimum wage or union wage scale need not be binding constraints on employer behavior if there are other, higher, wage rigidities.
13Lucas (1978) seems to. We might conceivably argue that the laid-off skilled steelworker in Pittsburgh who won't seil his house and take a minimum-wage Job is voluntarily unemployed, but we cannot argue äs easily that an unskilled teenager who cannot get that same Job is unemployed voluntarily.
llflndeed, in Weiss's (1980) model it is precisely the positive relationship between the acceptance wage and expected productivity that causes the unemployment of workers with low acceptance wages.  Compare Lucas (1978:354):  "The unemployed worker at any time can always find some Job at once. . . , However miserable one's current work options, one can always choose to accept them."
15Stephenson (1976) analyzed 281 respondents of the 300 unemployed males aged 18-21 with 8-12 years of education who sought full-time Jobs in November 1971 at the Indianapolis state employment Service office. He states (on p. 110):  "Nearly 90 percent of both white and black youths, when describing the search before their last Job, said they took their first offer.  In contrast to the search literature which usually implies a choice among several offers, the central search Problem of young men may be to find a single offer." Cave (1983) exploits this insight in modeling unemployment among unskilled workers.  Of course, because of its self-selection, Stephenson's sample may not be representative of all unemployed youth in Indianapolis at

